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Attachment to Interview Summary

Prior art discussed.

PCR Technology (H.A. Erlich, ed., Stockton Press 1989, pp. 1-5), PCR Protocols (M.A. Innis et

al, eds., Academic Press 1990, pp. 13-19), Mangiapan et al (J. Clin. Microbiol. 34:1209 [1996]),

Hill (IVD Technology 6:36 [2000]), Brown et al (Ann. Rev. Biochem. 43:667 [1974]), Rabinow

O (Making PCR, Univ. Chicago Press 1996, p. 9), Arsenyan et al (Gene 11:97 [1980]), Boss et al

C"

W (J. Biol. Chem. 256(24):12958 [1981]), Gaubatz et al (Biochim. Biophys. Acta 825:175 [1985]),

W
|! Powell etal (Cell 50:831 [1987]). .

01

ft

Comments on discussion.

W
O Ms. Fordis presented an overview of the invention and described advantages provided by

CO

j3 target capture that were not appreciated in the art as of the time of filing of the present application

(specifically, separation of target molecules from contaminants/inhibitors of amplification),

referring to teachings in the Erlich and White references that target purification prior to

amplification is unnecessary. Ms. Fordis discussed the 1996 Mangiapan reference, which was

cited during the prosecution of the '338 patent and which presents sequence capture PCR as a

new development. It was agreed that applicants consider 12/21/1987 to be the priority date to

which they are entitled with respect to the pending claims. Ms. Fordis noted that the protest filed

in the case ignores problems of sample processing that are discussed in, e.g., the Hill reference.
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Ms. Fordis argued that the high levels of amplification and amplification "in vitro by an efficient

DNA polymerase" discussed on page 687 of the Brown reference were not possible at the time of

the Brown reference (1974), and that the Brown reference would have led one to have employed

cloning rather than some type of in vitro amplification. Dr. Lane noted that, from 1975 to the

early 1980's, cloning was the "method of choice" to obtain copies of a nucleic acid target, and Ms.

Fordis referred to the Rabinow reference in support of this. Ex. Myers noted that while

O unexpected results related to improvement ofPCR by separation of targets from contaminants

U] were relied upon in the allowance of the
4

33 8 patent, the instant specification does not make

^ reference to PCR or to any advantage related to removal of contaminants/inhibitors. Dr. Lane

noted that all enzymatic amplification techniques would be subject to inhibitors, although the

O particular types of inhibitors might vary. Ms. Fordis referred to col 13 of the '338 patent, noting

\ % '

fern™

Q that the invention was described as providing increased sensitivity, and Mr. Galloway noted that a

£0

2 number of types of in vitro amplification are disclosed in the specification. In response to a

question from Ex. Myers, it was noted by applicants representatives that the advantages provided

by removal of inhibitors would be advantageous in both specific and non-specific capture and

amplification methods. It was noted that in embodiments in which specific capture probes are

employed, one advantage of the present invention is the ability to amplify captured targets either

specifically or non-specifically. Ex. Myers inquired as to whether any advantages other that

contaminant/inhibitor removal were provided by target capture per se. Ex. Johannsen noted that

the specification appeared to provide basis for the amendments presented in the reissue
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application, and that the specification provided basis for both specific and non-specific

amplification of targets subsequent to capture. Ex. Johannsen noted the breadth of the kit claims,

and noted that it did not appear that the kit claims hadbeen separately addressed in the '338

application or in the reissue application to date. It was further noted that the kit claims would

have to be examined anew, independent of the method claims (i.e., method step limitations cannot

be read into the kit claims). The breadth of the term "amplification" was discussed, with Ex.'s

Myers and Johannsen noting the breadth of the definition at col 2, and Ms. Fordis arguing that this

, n definition cannot be read alone, and that the totality of the claims and specification (including col

§y

y 1 5- 1 6 and examples 4-7) make clear that the term as used in the claims is limited to in vitro

amplification. Ex. Myers noted that the reissue claims (e.g. claim 41), in reciting the limitation

"in vitro amplification", might suggested that the independent claims are intended to encompass

both in vivo and in vitro amplification. Ms. Fordis noted that the claims include additional

limitations (e.g., to production of a "multitude" of "polynucleotide amplification products"). Ms.

Fordis noted that the issue of priority raised in footnote 8 of the protest (and discussed in footnote

19 of the response) relates to a different group of applications and not to the present case. Ms.

Fordis briefly discussed the Arsenyan, Boss, Gaubatz, and Powell references, noting that these

references do not anticipate the in vitro amplification methods of the present invention, as

discussed in the response to the protest. Ms. Fordis noted that a supplemental IDS will be

submitted by the week of 1/22/01 . It was agreed that Ms. Fordis and Ex. Johannsen will be in

contact early next week, prior to action on the case by Ex. Johannsen. It was further agreed that

10
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applicants may submit, within the next week or two, additional information/arguments with

respect to the new issues raised by Ex.'s Myers and Johannsen prior to action on the reissue

application.
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